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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
Rates; 15 cents per word per day, one doUar 
minimum. Advertlse~cnts run live or more 
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen· 
ts per word per day, lno refunds if cancelled 
before five- insertions). Classified ad· 
vertisements must be paid in advance. 
Marron Hall .room 131 or by mall to: 
Clas_sified AdverUs.lng, UNM Box 20, 
' •erque,N.M. 87131. 
PERSONALS 
BAR!\Y'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San 
Pedro SE, 265-0335, Color TVs, tape decks, stereo, 
amplifiers, auto radios, install Burglar alarms. 
10% discount for students with ID. Quiel( servic11. 
Used TVs for 5ale. 11/5 
PHOTOGRAPHY-· ENTHUSIAST, students! 
Custom black-and-wbite procc,ssing printing. 
Fine-grain or pushproceSslng of !ilm. Contact 
sheets or custom proofs, High quality enlargemen· 
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked. Call 265·2444 
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE. tfn 1 
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest 
prices in town. ,Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call 
265-2444 or como to.1717 Girard Blvd N,E. 
HIGH QUALITY wedding photographY. Reasona: 
ble rates. Call268·6627. 10/Sl 
-4. FOR RENT 
- - -
AM/FM 8-track recorder with itll the goodies. 
$9,86 per month, 256-3505. 11/14 
NECCHI ZIGZAG '75 closeout, Buttonholes, 
blindhems, embroldm.:s. $39 or 10 payments of 
$4.00, 262-0637. 11/14 
ACCURATE HAND-DRAWN birth horoscope, 
$4,00. Interpretations, $15, Unique birthday, 
Christmas gift, Professional Astrologer, Bill 
Nolan, 205 Dartmouth SE, 268-0247. 10/30 
GREAT DEAL/20" color TV for less than most 
used B&W's/good condition/ keep calling 
266-3833. 10/30 
LEVI'S-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The 
Loho Men's Sho]), 2120 Central SE, 243·6954, trn 
TWO UNIFORMS, new size 8·10, Go-cart, $25. 
298-7065. 10/30 
ASUNM &- PEC Present 
A Hallaween Rack & Rail 
EXTRAVAGANZA 
British Rock By 
>< PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'! You have frien-
~ _ds who care nt¥ Birthright 247-9819. tfn FURNISHED APARTMENT, bedroom living· room kitchen, yard, pet Ok, 1.8 miles 1:ampus, 
quiet safe. Nov. t.Call after 6pm, 281·5084, 11/4 
LEARN '1~0 FLY-Hang glider; harnes.s; 
lessons-complete package $325. Jay 265·9472, 
Dave 292·0459. 10/29 
TAROT PALM 1-CifiNG readings, 3007 Central 
iS': NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642. 10/30 Q) 
NIKKORMAT SLR with 50mm F2 lens like new 
• $195,842-8517 evenings. 10/29 
z 
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Q) 
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WANT TO RENT garage near campus for car 
storage, 277-5287, 10/30 
NICK-I waited-and what. could've been chow 
for us is now chow for you. Mary. 10/30 
ALTHOUGH WE will remain open to offer our 
S!!rviccs to all women- we support in 
totnl-"Alice Doesn't Day," The Staff at the Abor· 
tlon & Pregnancy Testing Clinic. 10/29 
ttJUSJClANS & SINGERS. Hyou have talent, the 
world ne~ds Lo know, We have the place.,. Call 
Toby 296-7555, ' 10/31 
DEAR NICK; I would love to meet you for pizza, If 
only we could find some made with stone ground 
whole wheat nour ruther than dcvitaminized 
demineralized blenched white wheat flour. Your 
secret.. Admirer, Alice. 10/29 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DIANA-29 & looking 
fine! Judy & ~hyllis 10/29 
2. LOST & FOUND 
LOST: Gold wire rim glasses. Ortega Hall, 2ti6· 
5122. 10/30 
I~REE GENTLE SHEPARD cross !emale pup in 
need of good home. Tom 292-0423, 10/30 
LOST: FEMALE Irish Setter 3-yrs old. Silver 
C"hnin. no t:un1. Reward. 247·4636. 10/30 
LOST: Large white Samoyd·Malamute cross 
from 109 Vassar SE on 10/14. Reward for 
return. Please call 262-0444. 11/3 
LOST: EYE GLASSES Oct. 20, Mitchell Hall 
womens restroom. Tina 836-1021. 10/31 
LOST: WATCH with Turquoise, in SUB cra!t's 
shop. 299-5195. 10/30 
LOST: Bill£old. NM license 09040498, Reward. 
842-5261. 10/29 
3. SERVICES 
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6. P;;· 
pare now 1 call Professional Educators of New 
Mex:i~~~·40~. 11/14 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM scleetric. 
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates, 298· 
7147. !1/3 
YOGA Private instruction. Classical techniqueS" of 
postures and breath control suited to individual 
needs. Neil Nelson: Also, emphasis lor the over· 
weight-Sonia Nelson, 345-3714. 11/3 
AUTO TUNING. Reasonable, 1211 Copper NE 
rear west. 11/3 
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations, 
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey 
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344. 11/3 
W}LLTYPE PAPERS, Call Kim 265-3292. 11/4 
WEDDING INVITATION, & Photography at low 
cost. Creative Services. 299·7930. 10/30 
BEST FURNISHED UNM apartments, spacious 
one bedroom security, dishwasher, much more. 
208·209 Columbia SE. $175 bills paid. Call 
255-2686. . 10/31 
SHARE HOUSE Near campUs. 277-2907, 256· 
7285, Sion Raveed. 10/31 
EFFICIENCY COTTAGE $90 month;· utilities 
paid, 508 5th St. SW. 266·1402/842-6162 after 5:30 
p.m. 10/29 
YALE & CENTRAL SE. Student preferred. One· 
bdrm deluxe, $160, Two-bdrm $200. 268·0525. 
10/30 
5. FORSALE 
DODERMAN PINSCHERS; Champion lines: 
AKC registered, 247·4437 nfter 7pm. 10/29 
GITANE IN'fERCLUB 10-.speed bike $140, ori· 
ginal value $200. Superb ~ondition. Sally 268-
9174. 11/4 
RALEIGH INTER"NArrioN, mint condition. 
Must sacrifice, $200, Call268-6889. 11!4 
10" GE Portucolor TV, Excellent, $140. 298·2433. 
ll/3 
AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL Youth Hostel 
Pass sold·Canterbury Chapel, 425 University 
NE. 11/3 
180 LDS of Olympic weights with the 45 LB bar 
and bench-Call 266-9488 after 6pm. 11/3 
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring cent .. r. 
Quality 10-specd bicycles; Camping, hiking, and 
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031 
San Mateo SE. 256-9190. tfn 
BrcYci.ES-Lowcst prices and largest selection 
of the finest European makes. Gitancs $115; Ber-
tins $165. Extra large bicyCles for men over 6'4". 
Complete lO·speecl adjustment $10. R.C. Hallelt's 
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 
843·9278. t!n 
WATER TRIPS. Waler beds, Water bed systems 
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407 
Central NE,268·8455. 12/4 
~ 
CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo 
Hi Fidelity equipment 40, 500/o oft. All reasonnblc 
of!ers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE, 
256-3505. 11/14 
SAMOYEDS: Pure white puppies for sale. Cell 
265-5495, 10/:30 
6. EMPLOYMENT 
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL on Lomas is looking 
for mature young man lo work night shift. Apply 
4·6 pm. 7901 LomasNE. 10/31 
DRUMMER WANTED for .metal guitar trio, 
Must be hot and nasty and willi11g to travel, 266· 
2127. 10/29 
"HEY PROGRAMMER! The UNM Computing 
Center lms op{'nings for studrnts who .arc in-
terested in worki)1g 11s part-time programming 
consultants, Applicants should be familiar with 
CALL-OS, FORTRAN, ALGOI,-W, and basic 
WANTED: Used pinball machines, any condition. 
293-1818. . 10/31 
OS JCL. Knowledge of other programming 
languages and OS Utilities is desirable, but not 
required. Persons applying for this job should be 
concerned with helping the novice computer user, 
but must be eapable ofinh•racling uilh users at all 
levels of proficiency. Applications arc available in 
Room 120 of the Computing Center. This job is a 
great. way to earn some extra cash while also lear· 
ning mCJre about writing and debugging• 
programs."' 10/31"" 
PART TIME. Average earnings $95 weekly. Call 
Friday 3to 5 p.m. 34~1205. 10/30 
General Store 
111 Harvard SE 
Land Lubber Jeans 
Southwest's Finest Head Shop 
THE BIKE SHOP 
605 Vale S.E. 842-9100 
Mizutani 300 
10 Sp~ed Cycle 
*Fully Lugged Frame 
. *Butted Tubes 
*Cotterless Alloy Crank 
*Alloy Stem and Handle Bars 
*Alloy Hubs and Rings 
*Suntour Derailleurs 
*Center Pull Brakes 
*Assist Leuered Brakes 
Reg. $149.95 
From Store 
Inventory 
We now Carry a full line of hand-
ball and racquetball equipment 
Z - Balls only .96c ea. 
Located just 6 blocks south of Central. 
Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo 
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico 
Daily Lobo time(s) beginning _, under the heading 
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2." Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; 9. 
· For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous. 
Enclosed$ ___ Placed by _____ Telephone_··--·-----·. ·-
" 
Want Ads say it 
in a Big Way!! 
Classified Advertising Rates 
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge 
Terms Cash in advance 
Marron Hall, Room 132 
Mail To 
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 
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.... ' •. The 3rd GSA Consuming Handbook is available to all 
graduate students free, Pick 
up your copy, while they 
last, at GSA, Room 106, SUB. 
Rally Protests Senate 8111 One 
Kleppe, 
No Veto 
OverFeds 
By Joseph Monahan 
Secretary of the Interior 
Kleppe made his first 
appearance outside of 
Washin,gtoon yesterday as he met 
nine Western governors at· 
tending the national conference 
the financial development of 
!energy. 
. Upon his arrival at the 
!Albuquerque Convention Center, Kleppe was greeted with harsh 
f<riticism of federal policy by 
!Montana Governor Thomas Judge. During a discussion on 
!federal strip mining regulations 
)Judge charged the federal gover-
lnment with contradictory 
!POlicies. He said his state had a 
;tough strip mining law that for-
1ced mining companies to restore 
:the land to its condition prior to 
!being stripped, but he had to ask ! IConlinut>d on page 71 
By Jon Bowman 
About 350 individuals gathered 
at the Albuquerque Civic Plaza 
yesterday for a rally protesting 
Senate Bill One. 
The rally, which began at 
noon, was peaceful during its 
two·hour stretch. It was 
orga~~zed by the Albuquerque 
Coahtwn to Stop Senate Bill One, 
an affiliation of several com-
munity groups. 
While UNM students 
dominated yesterday's crowd, 
several downtown workers came 
to the Plaza during their lunch 
break to sit and listen to the 
rally's speakers, all of whom ad-
dressed different sections of the 
753 page Senate Bill One. 
A revision of the United States 
criminal code, the bill is now 
being considered by the Senate 
Judiciary Committee and is ex-
pected to come before the full 
Senate in late November. It has 
drawn criticism from much of the 
nation's press (including the New 
York Times, Los Angeles Times,· 
and New Mexico Daily LOBO), 
and has also been opposed by 
organizations such as the 
American Civil Liberties Union. 
Mark Acuff, editor of the New 
Mexico Independent, started off 
the noon hour with a brief speech 
in which he urged New Mexico 
citizens to write their 
congressmen against the bill. 
Acuff also praised New Mexico 
Sen. Pete Domenici and Rep. 
Manuel Lujan who have openly 
opposed the piece of legislation in 
the last two days .. 
UNM law student Nancy 
Hollander followed Acuff to the 
podium, directing most of her 
remarks to the bill's section on 
public demonstrations (which 
defines a riot as any gathering of 
ten people who could cause im· 
minent damage to property). 
In particular, she scored the 
bill because it: 
-allows wiretapping for up to 
48 hours without court approval, 
-redrafts the Smith Act 
which was used during the Me· 
Carthy era to prosecute alleged 
Communists, 
-imposes stiff fines and jail 
sentences for marijuana 
smokers, 
-and freezes into sta tuatory 
law several recent Supreme 
Court rulings governing ob· 
scenity. 
"As it' exists now, this bill is 
totally unamendable," Baca said. 
"We don't want a less bad piece 
of legislation, we want a new 
bill." 
Perhaps the most dramatic 
speaker of the day was Dan 
Butler, a reporter for Seer's 
Catalogue. 
Rally Phol() by Pal'(' 
"Under this section, my speech 
. alone could be considered the 
makings of a riot," Hollander 
said. "Even if no rioting occurred 
because of it, there are more than 
ten people here and someone 
might decide my speech could 
cause danger to property." 
She said the section •was 
deliberately vague on many poin· 
ts, adding; "it means anything 
they want it to mean and that's 
how this whole bill is written. 
"The government is obviously 
afraid of dissent," she said. "We 
should never ever let bills of this 
nature cow us, nor should we 
cease our dissent." 
Randy Baca, a local 
businesswoman and feminist, 
spoke next. 
"This bill has been called the 
most ' repressive piece of 
legislation ever considered by 
Congress," Baca said. "I agree 
that it is." 
She said it relaxed the laws 
covering criminal conduct by 
government officials, while 
making it more difficult for 
citizens to exercise their con· 
stitutional rights. 
Butler said Senate Bill One 
should have been dropped along 
with former President Richard 
Nixon and his attorney general 
John Mitchell. Mitchell, in part, 
helped write the legislation. 
"This is what you call a law-
and-order bill," Butler said; "It 
has laws there for the people to 
obey and orders that are going to 
be given by the government." 
State Committee Visits 
Today in Liaison Role 
When the Legislative University Study Committee (!,USC) appears 
on campus today, the first group to meet with Chern will be members 
of the ASUNM student government. 
!Apathy Problem in ·uNM Lighting 
I By Paul Vitt be known. "Even without a name 
LUSC, originally called the Legislative University Investigating 
Committee, was formed in 1969 after the "Love Lust" controversy. 
Two UNM instructors distributed Lenore Kandel's poem "Love Lust" 
to their freshman English classes. Some students complained that the 
poem was obscene, prompting several legislators to speak out against 
"subversives" at UNM. The result was the creation ofLUSC. 
Although its initial purpose was to investigate subversives on state 
university campuses, the committee now serves as a liaison between 
the legislature and institutions of higher education. 
' I . a report still receives full action, 
II' The major hold-up to a better anything that will help to chart 
, Ighted campus is the apathy of the trouble spots on campus is 
,People in reporting crimes to the important." 
,~th.o;ities, said the University McKinney explained the cam· 
[ rchltect's ?ffice. . pus is lighted on a three tier 
·u Jo~ McKmney, 1~ ch~rge of operation; street, parking and 
1 [.htmg for the Umvers1ty Ar· pedestrian lighting. ·~ Ite~t, said, "We need the "During the energy crisis in 
, ocat10n of the trouble spots, if 1973 the issue was what lights 
rvl do not have the input we can could be put out. Lighting has 
[" V assume things are fine." always been a relevant concern 
th The Campus Police confirmed on campus." 
' 18 number of reports is small. New lighting is handled in con-l ·Alex Roybal said, "The repor- junction with the physical plant 
Is t'are used to chart or with new construction projec-
•?ca wns on a pin map and iden- ts. 
[11l trouble spots on campus. The physical plant services 
' h The maps not only show spots existing lights as well as moving r ere more lights may be some of the old fixtures. 
, eeded, but they also allow us to An e 1 e c tr i cia n from the 
~ee where we may need to in- physical plant tours the campus 
frease our patrols," he said. twice a month at night;. 
The University Police accept An electrician from the 
nown victim reports if a per· physical plant tours the campus 
does not wish their name to twice a month at night to check 
.Joe McKinney. 
for needed repairs. 
McKinney said, "All major 
walkways between buildings. 
are lighted for pedestrians; we 
plan to highlight areas, such as 
intersections of pedestrian paths, 
(C-ontinued on page 1J 
"We want to make them (the legislators on LUSC) aware of what 
we consider priority items for UNM," said student body President 
Alan Wilson last week. "The libraries will receive prominent em-
phasis throughout our presentation." 
Wilson said other topics ASUNM will cover include 19-year·old 
drinking, creation of a rathskeller on campus, and the forthcoming dif-
ferential funding formula to be developed by the legislature for state 
universities. 
"During the last legislative session, a memorial was passed which 
asked LUSC to look into the drinking age situation and report back 
this year," Wilson said. "The memorial .is our official leverage for 
bringing up the topic, but I think the members ofLUSC will be willing 
to listen to our ideas about the drinking age anyway. 
"There is more momentum going for it (lowering the drinking age) 
than ever before,." he said. "It is a necessary prerequisite before we 
even start to consider creating a rathskellar at UNM." 
At the present time, more than 150 universities in America have 
rathskellers on campus. Among them are the University of Texas at 
Austin, the University of Colorado, the University of Oklahoma, Ohio 
State, Louisiana State University and the University of Iowa. 
Wilson said members of ASUNM will try to show the legislators 
"the potential effect the differential funding formula will have for 
UNM's libraries. · · 
"We have the largest library in the state and one which the 
legislators whould be proud of," he said. "There's something there for 
everyone in the entire state, including them. . 
(Continued on page 3) 
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~ Work Day Continues as Usual 
a> 
i Little Support in Women's Strike 
..c . Ethel Bent Walsh, vice cbair~a': of the Equal 
-t By United Press International Employment Opportunity Comm1sswn, ~uggested 
0 Most of America's working women refused to one reason why the strike did not get wides~read 
o join a nationwide feminist strike Wednesd~y' t "Perhaps the attention-getting deviCe of 
.g many of them explaining they were too busy, um~- ~~~p~~~~ 60,s and early 70,,'shis n?dt as attention-
....:1 teres ted or afra1'd a walkout would cost them their · · th sa1 getting now as It was en, s e · 8 jobs. C t' t G A NOW official in Cincinnati said many women ~ First Lady Betty Ford and onnec ICU ov. simply were afraid of losing their jobs. "We go~ 64 
>=l Ella Grasso were among the millions ~f women calls from women who wanted to go out on strik?, .~ who went to work, ignoring a one-day strike called but 43 had been threatened with the loss of the~r ~ by the National Or~anizati.on for Women (NOW) to . bs , she said. "In light of the present economic 
:S protest discriminatiOn agamst women. ~~tu~tion we can't afford this." 
i!: A spot check by UPI of private employers ~nd . Wome~ opponents of the strike, who proposed 
"' government agencies throughout the natwn to wear pink dresses and work even harder Wed-~ showed no unusual absenteeism among women. nesday, had called on employers to fire any woman 
C<J Some offices reported, however, that women ~m- who went on strike. ~ ployees were wearing feminist armbands, ~o~d~ng There was no indication, however, that m~ny ~ special complaint sessions with the boss .or J?1m.ng women joined the opponents' cause by wearmg lunchtime rallies, bazaars or workshops m big city 
pink dresses. · d 
parks. 'k "AI' UPI questioned hundreds of emplo;Yers aroun 
Rallies based on the theme of the stri e-- . ICe the country, including most of the big t~lephone 
Doesn't"--were staged in Washington, San Fran- companies, and every one reported n~ evidence of 
cisco, Indianapolis, Iowa City' B?~ton • Salt Lake a strike. The survey covered such diverse wo;k-
City, Carbondale, Ill., and other Cities. Glenn .. Ell~f- places as Walt Disney World and a New York C1ty 
son, a NOW spokeswoman, cited these as quite Massage parlor known as "~elax~tion Plus." 
good support." 1 d Most working women, mcludmg Gov. Grasso, Five strikers--four women and one man--snar e explained they were "too busy" to strike. "I think 
morning rush hour traffic at a key free":'ay en- it's unreasonable to ask women to stay. away from 
trance in downtown San Francisco, blockmg ~he work if they have responsibilities," said a women 
ramp with a car for 35 minutes. The group carried executive at Hallmark Cards in Kansas City. "All 
placards reading: "Don't Sp~nd, Mon~! ":'ed- I'd do is get behind," 
nesday! Act Through Non-Actl?n! an~, Ladies-- Len Smith a NOW official in Aurora, Ill., 
Pull the Plug on the System! Strike Now. blamed the po'or response on a lack of publicity. "If 
In the office of Idaho Gov. Cecil D. Andrus, I hadn't been in the organization, I wouldn't have 
women employes showed ,up 30 minutes late for known about the strike," he said. 
k "We let them answer the phone and make He also charged the strike was not handled wthoer ~offee and all those good things for a half 
d properly. hour," one woman explaine . 
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Placitas. New Mexico, 867 .qqu 
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World 
News 
By United Press International 
Ford Will Not Help NYC 
Washington--Pre~ident Ford, pledging to veto any bill to 
N w York City from insolvency, Wednesday proposed 
rescue e h 't • f' 'a! affairs under bankruptcy legislation to put t e c1 Y s malic! 
control of a federal court if default occurs. . 
In a speech at the National Press Club here •. ~ord promxsed 
only limited, temporary federal aid of an unspecxhe~ nat~re and 
amount to tide the city over and pay ~or vital p~h~e, f!re a?d 
health services w I e . h'l a J'udge supervxses the c1ty s fmanc1al 
reorganization. 
Witches Say Humphrey Win 
NEW YORK--According to a survey of 280 Americ~n witches, 
Hubert Humpohrey will be elected President and med~ca~ res~ar­
chers will conclude during the coming year that kxssmg IS a 
rious threat to the nation's health. 
se The annual Haloween Witches' Poll was released ~ednesday 
b the New Yo~k Center for the Strange, a non-profit rese.arch 
y . t' The Center claims the witches accurately predicted orgamza wn. A d 1 
a year ago the fall of South Vietnam and the CI scan a . 
Among predictions from this year's survey: . . . 
N Y k 'II avoid default by receiving "a massive mfuswn -- ew or WI . 
of capital from a foreign source." . t 
--Medical researchers will conclude the numb.er of germs ran. 
smitted during oral contact make kissing a seriOus threat to the 
nation's health. l't' 1 f' a ks the 
--One of America's most prominent po ' !Ca Igures s 
Soviet Union for asylum. 1 • • t k 
--In an attempt to bolster sagging ratings, ate ~y~~~.~~ n~ ~~rd· 
will attempt to broadcast a hard-core pornograp IC ' . 
mark court battle will follow· d h' d 
And the witches contend, "There will be some bar s .IP ca.~se 
by nationwide shortages of chocolate, tea bags and laxatives. 
Justice Douglas Hospitalized 
W ASHINGTON .. ·Supreme Court Justice William 0. Douglas 
d 'tt d to Walter Reed. Army Hospital Wednesday suf· 
was a mi e . . 11 d " J' ht f v· r '' · fering from what the hospital ca e a s lg' e e ,; . , 
The 77-year-old Justice's condition was termed sat;sfactor:Yil 
Douglas suffered a stroke last Dec. 31 which left hxm partla y 
paralyzed and confined to a wheelchair. A hospital spo~esman 
declined to say whether the fever was related to the stro e con· 
clition. 
New Mexico 
DAILY LOBO 
Vol. 79 No. 41 
Box 20, University P .0., UNM 
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131 
Editorial Phone (505) 277-
4102, 277-4202 
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published 
Monday through Friday C\'ery regular werk 
oC the University year and weekly during the 
summer session by the Board of Student 
PubJiC"ations of the University of New Mexic-o, 
and is not financially associated with UNM. 
Second dass postage paid at Albuquerque. 
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is 
$10.00 Cor lbc academic year. . . 
The opinions expressed on the ed1torml 
pages of The Daily Lobo are those of the 
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that or the 
editorial board of The Daily Lobo, Nothing 
printed in The Daily Lobo necessarily 
represents the views of the University of N(lw 
Mexico, 
Colle~e Life Halloween Special-Andre • ! 
film, "World of Seance," 7:30·8:30 p.m. 1n · 
Honors Center, Humanities, 
Any students interested In helping 
state-owned lands, stop by t~e PIRG 
Mesa Vista Hall and ask for Elame Daca. 
The S55 Haircut 
Who would go to a barber who charges $55 for a haircut? P~UI 
Newman Peter Lawford, Richard Benjamin, Paul Anka, Lee Marvrn~ 
Michael Sarrazin and Richard Jaeckel!, are _just some of the notable 
and celebrities who have thier haircut.by Jrm ~arkhham. kh Style 
And now you too can get your ha1r cut wrth t e Mar am h m 
Innovator Meth~d fo~ $10 or less (a lot less than $55). The M?rk ad 
Style Innovator Shops listed below offer you. ~tyling e~pert1s~ a·~e 
methods developed by Jim Markham. In additron they re exc us.' g 
sources of the much-wanted Markham Style Innovator Groomrn 
Products. Indulge yourself. 
"Head Trips for Dudes & Dolls" 
Markham International 
Hair Design Centre 
255·0166 7804 Central SE 
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EuthanaSii,; 'WhO Has the Right to Decide? 
By Howlll'd Pace 
Eu-tha-nasia n. 1. The action of 
inducing the painless death of a 
person for reasons assumed to be 
merciful. 2. An easy or painless 
death. (Greek: eu-, good & 
Thanotas, deatk) 
· Over the past few years the 
public has been made in-
creasingly aware of gigantic 
breakthrcughs in medicine and 
the amazing success it has had in 
prolonging the normal lifespan of 
people. . 
. Yet during your lifetime, you 
will probably be confronted with 
the possiblity of a dear friend or 
relative of yours becoming either 
terminally ill or terribly injured, 
at which time he or she may 
reach a point where his or her in-
curable illness becomes a living 
death. 
Medicine has yet to reach the 
melodramatic dimensions of 
developing a "Six Million Dollar 
Man." It is now capable of ex-
tending the life of a seriously in· 
jured person on the brink of sur-
vival through chemotherapy and 
artificial heart-lung machines, In 
such cases it is usually the family 
who must decide to terminate the 
patient's life or not. 
Euthanasia is not an un-
common phenomenon in medical 
circlescReportedly, doctors often· 
act alone and disconnect life .sup-
.porti.ng machinery. 
Sometimes, however, doctors 
will refuse to comply with the 
wishes of the next of kin, if the 
doctor is unwilling to disconnect 
machinery for ethical or legal 
reasons, such as the fear of 
malpractice suits, Many hospitals 
have a committee of laymen and 
professional medical staff to 
Student Senate Overrides 8 S U Veto 
By Susan Walton 
The ASUNM Senate overrode 
President Alan Wilson's veto of 
funds for the Black Student 
Union last night by a vote of 15-2 
with three abstensions. 
All20 senators and 75 students 
were at the meeting which 
overro(le the veto and gave BSU 
$1150 for its operations this 
semester. 
Mike Patterson, BSU 
treasurer said, "I'm not really 
lliat happy !Yith the money they 
gave us. It was already our 
" money. 
Wilson said, ''Based on BSU's 
budget which was submitted 
three times in the last six man· 
ths, the amount of money needed 
for fall operations was $789." 
The three coordinators of BSU 
Brenda Peoples 
were pleased with the Senate's 
action against the veto. Brenda 
Peoples said, "I'm relieved. And I 
want to thank Senate for its ac-
tion. 
"We never asked for $789. It's 
that he (Wilson) feels we 
were getting priority. We were 
one of 23 organizations asking for 
funds. Only two of them were 
abolished." 
Peoples said they would be 
back next semester to ask the 
Senate for financing for that 
semester. "Hopefully we'll have 
blacks on Senate next semester," 
she added. 
Dave Garcia, chairman of the 
Senate's Finance Committee said 
Senate had $601 left after the 
BSU allocation was made. The 
Senate then approved $300 for 
their UNM recruitment program. 
"If we give the election $300 
next week we will leave $1 for 
the new Senate," he said. 
' Senator Lee Watkins said, "I 
voted no. The students voted 
BSU down on the budget (last 
spring)." 
Peoples said Wilson had a lot 
of incorrect information about 
BSU and its financial 
establish policy on legality of a 
person's death, 
The legal and medical 
definition of death vary from 
state to state. 
There are presently two key 
elements in a ruling of life or 
death: the cessation of the 
patient's heart ·beat and/or no 
spon~aneous respiration, no 
reflexive response to pain and no 
brain activity registering on an 
electroencephalogram (EEGJ. 
The Albuquerque District At-
torney's office said, legally, if a 
doctor injects a drug to kill a ter· 
minally ill patient, it is "murder 
in the first degree." 
But if a doctor cuts off a life-
supporting machine, and permits 
a patient to die, the law is in a 
state of limbo. And in this limbo 
is the life of 21-year-old Karen 
Quinlan in Denville, N.J. 
Her life is literally on trial. In 
her chronic vegetable state, it 
will take a court decision to rule 
whether she will live or die. As 
Albuquerque DA staffer Steven 
Schiff put it, "I think out of the 
New Jersey case there may be a 
new legal definition of death." 
The Rev. Roland McGregor, 
head of United Ministries Center 
here on campus, said he feels in 
the case of an incurable illness 
leading to death that "there is a 
movement already toward 
death ... a deterioration that is not 
appropriate to interrupt. 
"If indeed this person is in a 
death trajectory, then I don't 
think you should interrupt it," he 
said. 
By the same token, he said he 
believes "death is not the last 
word" in life either. "I believe 
the highest authority in life is 
God, not living." (Continued on poge 7) 
Senate Committee Visit 
(Continued from pnge 1) 
"We want to make the legislators familiar with the constructive 
aspects of UNM and its students," he said. 
In keeping with this goal, he said the members of LUSC would be 
given a guided tour of four University facilities run by and for studen-
ts. The tour will encompass KUNM radio, the Child Care Co·Op, t~e 
offices of the Daily LOBO and the Solar Energy Trailer recently built 
by UNM engineering students. 
"What we want to show them with this tour is that students have 
put it together and can do things," Wilson said. 
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....:l ~ LUSC On Campus 
8 
-~ ~ Today and tomorrow the UNM campus will be visited by the 
~ state's Legislative University Study Com111ittee ( LUSC). 
~ This committee found its birth in the by-gone days of college 
Z witch hunts specifically when a faculty member handed out 
-.o1 copies of Lenore Kandel's "Love Lust" poem to students in his 
g:, class_ 
d:! As usual that select element of our society which questions its 
own morals decided to protect the morals of students on cam-
pus by tracking down the source of this "dirty" poem. 
A leader for the committee was chosen, bedecked in a white 
.cloak of purity, and sent out to hunt down these barbarians who 
would subvert good Christian ethics. 
The incident was splashed in the headlines and condemned by 
people across the state. (Coincidentally there was a strong 
southern accent in many of the virtuous voices.) 
It was because of this entire affair and UNM's participation in 
the anti-war demonstrations that the University has hardly been 
in the "good graces" of the state legislature for many years. 
However in the past few years the LUSC has taken on a new 
role, that of a liason between the state's universities and the 
state legislature. 
The committee has been on the UNM campus several times 
asking students what thefr problems were. 
Perhaps the biggest problem has been in getting the state 
legislature to realize that this institution is the University of New 
Mexico,· the largest university in this state and perhaps its 
greatest source of potential. 
We are adult tax-paying citizens who make up a miniature 
city. We are not children who must be asked, "and what do you 
want to be when you grow up?" 
We welcome the legislators to what is realistically our "home" 
and invite any and all questions concerning our feelings towards 
this institution. Similarly we request that all students approach 
the legislatprs with their .(not the faculty's or administration's) 
problems. ; 
Our only note of warning is that if the legislators find. the cam-
pus "gun shy," it was not this body that launched any initial in-
vestigations. 
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'NR.. fORD WAS WONDERING IF YOU 'AOULD LIKE 10 BJY A PUPPY ... 1 
Phoney Petition For Matlovich 
Editor: · 
Monday, Oct. 27, a number of 
ads appeared in the LOBO con-
cerning Air Foree ROTC. One of 
these asked for signatures for a 
petition in support of TSGT 
Leonard Matlovich. 
We inquired about this 
petition and were told by the 
C.O. at AFROTC that there was 
no such petition. It was a joke 
believed to have been played by 
Navy ROTC in retribution for 
AFROTC's having painted the 
Navy's anchors pink. 
This joke is not funny and has 
aroused our anger. The im-
plication Is that being either 
Woman or Gay is insulting. 
The joke is that the Air Force 
has a queer within its ranks 
which is somehow degrading. 
Matlovich is simply the first to 
Lobo Letter, · 
Opinion Policy 
Letters to the Editor ... 
Letters to the editor 
should be no lotige~:.than250 
~ords, typewritten and 
double spaced. 
Sender's name, address 
and telephone number must 
bz included with the letter or 
it will not be considered for 
publication. Names will be 
withheld · . upon agreement 
with the editor, ir1 person. 
If a letter is from a group, 
please include a name, tele-
phone number and address 
of a group member 
come out fighting. He is by no 
means the only Gay, nor is such 
an occurence limited to the Air 
Force. We refer to the case of 
CDR Gary Hess of the Naval 
Reserve who was discharged 
for admitting to homosexual ac-
tivity. This is only one example 
of many. 
When we confronted NROTC 
we were told by the C.O.'s 
secretary that they had had 
nothing to do with the joke, but 
if we were upset, "That is your 
problem, not ours." She then 
walked away. 
Being Gay is a valid lifestyle 
by. choice, of which we are 
proud. Usage of our lives as an 
insult is a display of fear and 
ignorance. 
This ignorant attitude will no 
longer be tolerated, or con-
doned in silence, by the Gay 
community. 
Violence and abusive 
ment at Homecoming 
with this further display 
ignorance makes us 
Would you have the nerve 
behave in this manner rolo·tinnB 
with the Black, Chicano 
American Indian movements? 
Is violence and ag 1 
really the only 
protest you understand? 
after viole-nt affirmation 
existence by other move 
were they taken seriously. 
suggest you acquaint 
selves with the Stone1Na11·11 
Christopher Street Riot of 
RogerV. 
Jeanne Doris 'T'o''"1 " 11 
Martha K. 
Phillip 
Bonifacio M"1rtin1>1J 
P.M. Du fev-lnat·ass:D 
Congratulations UNM Ba 
Editor: 
As an old bandsman (Ohio State Marching Band) and a· lover 1 
bands, I would like the band and its director to know how th I I 
am with our UNM Band. 
I have been watching Lobo football and New Mexico bands 
1930 and this is without a doubt the finest band that New Me,XICVJ 
has ever had. 
The performance at the Utah game was thrilling. The m~r~h11nct 
lines were straight, the formations were coordinated and all in 
was a thrillin'g performance. It is quite evident that the band and 
direcJor have worked long and hard in putting out this type 
band. 
Again, congratulation~ and thank you for a wonderful 
formance. 
As a spectator, I say thank you and keep up the good work! 
David J. 
Lt. Colonel (Ret.) 
Editorial Board 
Unsigned eliitorials represenl a 
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She Came, She Saw " ~ 
SURELY WE CAN'T ALL BE WRONG''' ~ She Conquered ~ · ~ 
Once upon a time nations trembled ~ 
at the immortalized words of Caesar t:!. 
the mighty hero of history, who ' g 
boasted; "I came, I saw, I conquered." t:1 
"' But the Cosmic Lion Goddess willed q 
that a greater Conqueror arise. . t" 
The Goddess chose Duffey to be g. 
the mighty Hero of Herstory. p 
She came from a far away Island. 
She saw the oppressive rule of the "Greeks." 
She conquered in the name of Sappho, 
Her patroness in the ar.t of Love. 
To the vanquished she is deadly feared 
as the wicked Queen Duffey the Queer. 
To the victors she is idolized 
as the savior Queen Du.ffey the Dyke. 
Henceforth in the annals of Herstory 
she is Queen Duffey the Lion-Hearted, 
in the legendary power and glory 
of the great matriarchal Lion Goddess. 
DOONESBURY 
ON/J OT!I!Jt?. 7111#6 7lJ K£6P 
IN MIN/1 fi!Y BOY-- (IJH!JN IT 
C0/1e5 7() Pt:At..5 OF 7/IIS 
M!i@N/TIIPEJ, 7Hf!RCS At/IJ/riS 
eNOUGH tN IT RJR 6Ve'J<Y- 1 
f1V6! fJO YOII (:jfl MY /?RIFT? 
/JVcR.YON/3, 
YO/I SAY?.. 
\ 
"'~..< 
MAC, I'M fiLA[) 
U/!J HAP THIS 
tlm/3 CHAT! 
c 1975 (lahan Wilson 
The Regi8ter& TribTme Syndicate 
Graduating Seniors Are Faced 
Brooke the Herstorian 
of the Sign of the Sun With An Unenforceable Mandatory Test 
IOihaeK 
REALISTIC® 2/4-CHANNEL 
PHONO SYSTEM AT A 
GREAT LOW PRICE! 
··sAVE 
S7570 
Components Sold 314.70 
Separately ... 
Specially pnced system cons1sts of 
Realistic's sensational OA-622 4-channel 
amplifier with SO and Quatravox' · four 
MC-500 walnut veneer bookshelf s-peakers 
and Realistic LAB-12C automatic changer 
There's only one place you can find 1t 
Radio Shack 
.md vnu c;m 
CHARGE IT 
At Radio Shack 
"· 2930 Central South East 
•. 
~A· TANOY CORPORATION COMPANY 
, ... , .... ··········· ······ 
25.6·9329 f·f-! f', MAY VAHY AT tNOIVIOUAl ~~T(lAF'"':i 
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~ Western States Conference Begins 
o' i Zarb: Energy Is I Achille's Heel' 
tl 
0 By Lynda Sparber 
_g Security was tight yesterday 
o during the first session of the 
..::1 National Conference on Financial 8 Requirements for Energy 2:l Development in the Western 
0 States Region, which drew to 
-~ Albuquerque nine governors, the 
>< ~ Federal Energy Administrator, 
:;::=: the Secretary of the Interior, 
:;; heads of major oil and fuel com-z panies, and the deputy chairman 
<.:> of the Iranian Oil Company, 
~ among other interest. 
"' Energy czar Frank G. Zarb 
P-. was the keynote speaker at a lun-
cheon in the posh Convention 
Center. Zarb conceded that 
America is paralleling the cycles 
·of the rise and fall of other past 
civilizations. 
"Our more recent history h!IS 
been marked by some degree of 
selfishness, a dose of com-
placency and a great deal of 
apathy. And, if energy is 
America's Achille's Heel, then 
we have entered the next-to-last 
phase-with a growing depen-
dency. on foreign . sources of 
energy that could well put us 
back into political and economic 
bondage to other nations." 
Zarb said there has been little 
reversal since the energy 
situation became critical two 
years ago, dependence on foreign 
oil has risen three per cent since 
that time, and the cost on this 
dependence has since tripled to 
$27 billion a year. 
Conservation "and eventually, 
new forms of energy from the 
sun, wind, seas and other ad-
vanced technologies will con-
tribute to our energy in-
dependence," Zarb said. 
Dr. Rezo Fallah, deputy chair-
man of the Iranian Oil Company 
and an authorized spokesman for 
his country, said Iran "welcomes 
project independence and in-
terdependence. Then there 
w o u l d b e m o r e o i l t'o b e 
Ktv:~ r.lnh is hnvimr 11 nress conference tCidny at 
11:00 am at Native American Studies concerning 
the Western Energy Conference and opposition to 
Senate Bill One. 
distributed to the median 
nations." 
After America puts its energy 
house in order, Fallah said, "the 
next step should be global review 
of how you can really come to the 
rescue of the third and fourth 
worlds-they are really suf-
fering ... we regard the energy 
crisis as a world issue." 
Fallah said he "has no doubt 
the conference should be suc-
cessful," and after ·ten to 15 
years, when Iran plans to curtail 
oil exports, ''you must be able to 
look after yourself ... the message 
is that the hurry-up time is get-
ting shorter." 
Ten to 15 years is the time 
span Zarb estimates it will take 
for the U.S. to reach energy self-
sufficiency. The total project 
should cost $600 billion,lie said. 
Some of the obstacles America 
faces in resource development is 
a nine-year low in domestic oil 
production and 11 per cent drop 
in natural gas production since 
1973, no rise in coal production, 
and a 60 per cent loss of all new 
electrical power capacity. 
-
Zarb said, "We go out hunting 
a national energy program and 
invariably we shoot ourselves in 
the foot. As we advance into new 
technologies, we always see 
problems which need to be 
resolved." 
The role of the western states 
has reversed itself with that of 
the eastern states, he said. 
"For years America's energy 
came from the coal mines of the 
east and oil wells of the west. .. we 
--- -
... Righ·t to Decide? 
(('ontinul'd from page 3) 
As for the case where a patient 
is given a drug to terminate his 
or her existence, McGregor said, 
"It's a tremendous decision for 
the physician, as it should be left 
in the hands of the court. I think 
there is a failure for us (society) 
in failing to hold anything 
sacred .. .like the rule of law. So 
we become totally the product 
of our own definition. We will 
take full responsibility for who 
lives or who dies. There is 
danger of not leaving death open 
to providence," he said. 
McGregor went on to say "We 
cheapen life if we subject all Hfe 
to human defining. Death is a 
mystery, a beautiful mystery. 
We should be reverent about it 
and let it happen." ' 
Asst. Professor Dodd Bogart 
said he "doubts if it's legal by our 
own legal and ethical system'' to 
terminate someone's life in both 
cases of mercy killings. 
"Our current legal and ethical 
system lags behind our 
technology," he continued. He 
said his idea of justice for the 
patient .is a ;vm. to be set up by 
the patient m case a serious ac-
cident or illness should overtake 
them. 
..... 
, '_'There. should be a will, a 
hvmg ';I'll! w?ich the person 
would s1gn while he still is con-
scfous, giving the panel the right 
to pull the plug if necessary. If 
the. panel agrees that you as u 
pat1ent should no longer live it 
leaves in t~eir hand the right to 
do away w1th the extraordinary 
means to sustain life," said 
Bogart, 
The panel of people to which h 
refers would consist of a law e 
the closest of kin and a physicf:~· 
~hofsertvhes as. adequate protec: 
on or e patmnt. 
"Our medical, ethical, and legal 
~ystem would have to be changed 
m order for it to be adapted to 
~ur technology," said Bogart. 
Most people will be forced to 
rethink their values about 
death." 
~~~; ;~~wo~~~; c~~~~;eo:t~~ewoil. Apathy Problem t"n UN M L"tghtt"ng 
and west for new coal from 
states you represent. <rontinm•dfcompag<' t1 tioned by both McKinney and 
"That does not mean, •[' so that people will be able to walk Floyd Williams, director of the 
shouldn't mean, haph""'uo .. u frombrightspottobrightspot. p_hysical plant, is the high in-
irresponsi.blc exploitation that 1 "People !teed to t lk d 
· · s ay on wa - Cl ence of vandalism on campus 
could turn the east coast into [ways. Fixtures are too expensive lighting. 
long oil slick or the Rocky to place <'Verywhcre, plus there "We spend quite a bit extra for 
tain states into a is the d~sir t k tl l' h , 
. · .' e o eep te tg ting quality vandal resistant fixtures 
palachia," Zarb said. esth,ettca lly pleasing," said and they're still destroyed " said 
1 McKmney. Williams. ' 
is sufficient if they could just 
~eep the fixtures in place. "As it 
1s, the Mall is to receive new 
lighting because it has been im-
~ossible tomaintain the existing 
hghts due to the high degree of 
vandalism." 
The annual Career Services Center Govern· 
ment Career Information Day will be Friday, Nov. 
7from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. in the ballroom o{ the 
SUB. Contact Career Services for further info. 
The Plllitical Science Dept. has approved a per-
sonal advisory system for all majors. It is im· 
portant therefore that all majors and lhQsc 
becoming majors in the spring go to the political 
science office and be assigned an advisor before 
the pre·enrollment period begins. 
Education Shifts to Meet Needs 
One of th~ r f tl When fixtures are taken down 
. , easons or te high McKinney said he felt th b · 
pncc of campus lighting men- present lighting level on the Mal~ pfac:edei;rn~:~;~ul~~~~i;~:.y are 
Kleppe: No State Veto Over 
UNM Ballroom Dance Club will hold a meeting 
Friday, 7 p.m. 4m 101 in Carlisle,Gym. 
Anthropology majors who wish to participate in 
the departmental honors program should send an 
up-to-date transcript and a letter indicating their 
reasons for wanting to parlieipato to Prof. Dock, 
A nth. 102 ASAP. For further info c:a114941. 
Divali, "India's Festival of Lights" will be 
Saturday, Nov. 1 at. 7:00p.m. in the SUB ballroom. 
A meal of Indian delicacies will be followed by a 
movie. Admission will be $1,00. 
There will be a car smnsh lor c:hnrity al the 
southeasL corner C'! Lomas and Ynle at 3;00 
Frida.y-pro<·ccds will go to the Good Shl.'pn.rd 
Refuge. 
ASUNM 
SPEAKERS COMMITTEE 
pft$eizJs 
INTELLECTUAL 
' 
ANIMi\LISM 
A LECTURE/DISCUSSION BY 
~UDA~ Q08~I ~ 
~HS~DY~~A ~~ 
1.00 
Tonight! 
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM 
UNIVERSITY of NEW MEXICO 
October 30, 1975 8:00pm 
ublic .50 students 
By Aurora Lawrence 
This is the third and final story 
in a three part series on the 
CoUege of Education and its shift 
in emphasis from the 1t11.-
dergraduate program to the 
graduate level program. 
The elementary education 
department chairman said he is 
not sure if there has been a per-
manent shift in education 
because of the birthrate, but 
there has been a shift in the 
process of identifying priority 
needs for New Mexico. 
"There is a great need for 
retraining teachers to upgrade 
the experiences for children in 
New Mexico schools," Professor 
Herman E. Warsh said. 
"Elementary education has 
made another kind of shift in 
responding to needs for different 
types of teachers, such as 
teachers in bilingual programs. 
"We are working with the 
Albuquerque Public Schools 
(APS) to certify 60-80 additional 
Herman Warsh 
teachers to become bilingual 
teachers," he said. 
Warsh also said that: 
Elementary education is 
working with both the Pueblo 
and Navajo Indians in training 
N ativc Americans to 
teachers in their own area; 
--Much of this train is 
on with the Native 
comnmnity; 
--On-campus enrollment 
dropped at the 
!!'vel, but the total number 
elementary teachers has 
been reduced and 
--Elementary 
programs are not 
campus programs--wt' 
reaching out in the community '. 
provide services where 
teachers are. 
Elementary education is 
perimenting with APS in 
identified by APS as neE!diltg 
p has is on retraining and 
those courses in APS for 
teachers, he said. 
Warsh also said that 
courses are being offerE"d 
semester for APS teachers 
in: 
--Teaching reading in the 
tent field; 
IContinut•d fr,lnl p~g(> 11 
th~ ~ntuior department for per-
missiOn before enforcing that law 
on federal property that is being 
mined. 
Judge told Kleppe, "Every 
time we turn around the states 
are given no rights in having 
their laws pertain to federal 
decision nuking, yet we face the 
consequences of the decision." 
Kleppe was sympathetic to the 
point but maintained the federal 
government could not give "veto 
power" to the states on federal 
laws. He said, "States should not 
have veto rights over federal 
law. ~f communicatiOn is straight 
the differences are reconcilable." 
After that statement Judge 
t to the main question 
i as kin)(. "Would you (Secretary 
allow Montana's strip 
act pertaining to coal to 
precedence over the federal 
government's?" The secretary 
responded, "I'm not sure, but I 
know federal rights should not be 
abrctgatted " --Methods of teaching 
studies because APS just 
ted a new social studies or~J!:l'a:a shot back, "We are 
and for confrontation with 
--Trends in elementn' federal government. We 
education to help teachers think our responsibilities 
administrators understand iiOCIUdle having our land [decimated " 
major new ideas that have A 
along in the past 10 years t this point Federal Energy 
will continue to come along in Frank Zarb joined 
future. debate and his remarks en-
He said the it. The energy czar said his 
education staff is will be establishing a 
same size, but people are 'o"''ar:no division with people 
used in a more effective manu", will do nothing else but 
they are doing more things ,opiJQiotlSa~. your (governor's) 
arc hardm• to do. Kl 
"Elementary education eppe, who replaced Stan 
continue trying to way after he resigned 
and strengthen the r<>l·roiinir<rr. ~~ ,oecause of health problems, em-
teachers already in the field . · he is not fully acquain-
the training of people in With the wide range of issues 
i d . .. . the western states, but and b lingual e. ucatwn, did say his main reason for 
said. 
I 
to Albuquerque was to 
more. He received praise 
Colorado governor Richard 
for his attendance and his 
Pen mind" in dMling with 
questions. 
Governor Jerry Apodaca of 
New Mexico is conference host 
and served as moderator while 
the governors were discussing 
strip mining policy. He made no 
comment on the issue, instead he 
questioned Zarb on the possible 
deregulation of natural gas. 
}'he governor noted that the 
U.S. Senate recently approved 
legislation that would remove all 
prit'e controls on gas and would 
also allow eastern states to draw 
on western states' supplies of 
natural gas when they ran short. 
Zarb told Apodaca that he does 
not know what will happen to the 
Senate bill in the House, but ad-
ded it looks like it could end up 
being debated into next year. 
The FEA chief reiterated the 
President's belief that natural 
gas should be totally deregulated 
Feds 
in order to induce the major 
energy companies into drilling 
more wells. 
In an interview, Colorado's 
Lamm said the Western Gover-
nors Regional Energy Policy Of-
fice still has a long way to go 
before it becomes a potent 
political force in Washington. He 
said the tendency in Washington 
is to "divide and conquer" the in-
dividual states in the group by 
passing legislation favorable to 
one but negative to another. 
The Western Governors 
Regional Energy Policy Office 
meeting was held prior to the 
opening of the National Con-
ference on Financial 
Requirements for Energy 
Development in the Western 
States Region which runs 
through Friday. 
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Get 
better 
looking. 
You can depend upon TSO to 
fill your doctor's prescription 
for glasses and contact len&es 
to exact specifications. 
TSO wiil comfortablv and 
fashionably fit your gla;ses. 
A!&o TSO provides adjust-
ments, repairs and replace-
ment of lenses and frames. 
Convenient credit is avail-
able and TSO honors 
BankAmericard and Master 
Charge cards if preferred. 
You'll like what you see at 
TSO because at TSO we care 
how you look at life. 
TEXAs SrxrE 
OPTICAL 
4410-A Central Ave. S.W. 
Phone: 831-5326 
4300 Central Ave. S.E. 
Phone: 268-2008 
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Westetn. Wtltet Finds HQpplness 
In Hollywood 8-Grnde m~vies 
0 "Hearts of the West," directed 
..0 by Howard Zieff, with Jeff 
.3 Bridges, Andy Griffith and Alan 
~ Arkin, is now showing at the Fox 
·;;; Winrock. 
Cl By Terry England 
8 This is a light film, not 
")< destined for the ranks of the 
~ ~~e:~e~~ a~u! i ~t~le t~e~J:~~~:~ 
Ql mediocre. 
Z One reason for this is the 
oo people doing the acting. Jeff 
~ Bridges, as the naive country boy 
~ who came to Hollywood looking 
for the "big break," carries his 
part well. He doesn't overdo it, a 
major fault of these "period 
pieces" dealing with the 20's, 
30's, and 40's. 
Andy Griffith will surprise his 
television fans, because he plays 
a broken-down cowboy in love 
with money and liquor, a problem 
he can't handle until somebody 
again needs him. 
Alan Arkin is his usual 
neurotic self. He plays a director 
of B-grade westerns, with the 
temperament of a rab'id dog and 
the tact of a parrot. He hates ac-
tors, and he hates to pay them. 
The plot concerns Lewis 
Tater's (Bridges) attempts at 
being a Western writer like his 
r~w 
idol, Zane Grey. "I figure the 
West is full of interesting 
people," )le says. "It's easy to 
make them up." 
He comes out West to attend 
the University of Titan, only to 
find that Titan, Nevada is a wide 
spot in the railroad tracks and 
the university is a crooked mail-
order operation run by two men,. 
one of whom looks remarkably 
like Walter Matthau. 
Tater runs afoul the con-men, 
and must flee into the desert. 
Here he runs into some 
Hollywood cowboys, and his 
career in movies begins. 
Only to run afoul of Kessler 
(Arkin) who fires. Tater when he 
gets star ego. But he is soothed 
by Trout (Blythe Danner), the 
hard-to-get beauty with a heart 
of gold. 
The rest of the movie deals 
with Tater's attempts to publish 
a novel called, oddly enough, 
"Hearts of the West." All this 
time, the Titan con-men are hot 
on his heels, trying to get their 
hot money Tater accidentally 
stole from them. None of this is 
really overdone, even the love 
scene between Trout and Tater, 
where the camera politely pans 
to a lamp-radio with a hula dan· 
cer that dances when the light is 
turned on. 
The film is a take-off on the 
"Gower Gulch" style of 
Hollywood, without a lot of 
"heavy" messages. It is pure, 
unadulterated entertainment. 
---...,..,. 
Jeff Bridges as Hollywood Cowboy ready for anything. 
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Sherlock Holmes Keeps on Skulkin' 
' 
J!;,'~1:f' iVA~.t: 
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CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST LAW SCHOOL 
WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF LAW 
OF ORANGE COUNTY 
AN ACCREDITED LAW SCHOOL 
OFFERS A PROGRAM OF 
FULL- TIME LAW STUDY 
TO BEGIN IN JANUARY 
e IN EITHER 21/2 or 3 YEARS of FULL-TIME low ;tudy 
(15-16 classroom hours per week); or 
e IN EITHER 3% or 4 YEARS of PART-TIME day, evening, 
or weekend law study (3 classes per week, 3-4 hours 
per class): 
e You can earn your JURIS DOCTOR (J.D.) degree and 
qualify lo lake the CALIFORNIA BAR EXAMINATION. 
WRIT_!; OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE 
Dept. 65 
1111 North State College 
Fullerton, CA 92631 
1714) 993-7600 
APPLY NOW FOR DAY, EVENING, OR WEEKEND 
CLASSES BEGINNING JANUARY 191 1976 
SIMILAR PROGRAMS AVAILABLE AT COORDINATE 
CAMPUS IN SAN DIEGO 
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOANS 
• APPROVED FOR VETERANS 
"Naked is the Best Disguise" 
Samuel Rosenberg 
Penguin/$2.25 
. . * * * 
By Chris Belcher 
Sherlock Holmes seems to be 
regaining popularity these days. 
Art theaters have been showing 
old films with Nigel Bruce and 
Basil Rathbone to packed houses. 
Several books il:ritten recentiy, 
such as "The Seven Per-cent 
Solution," have had similar suc-
cess. 
The latest such work, "Naked 
is the Best Disguise," is an at-
tempt to explain Doyle's writing 
in terms of literary and 
psychological sources. Its author, 
Samuel Rosenberg, dwells like so 
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many other Jewish thinkers who 
have influenced contemporary 
thought--Freud, Marx, Husser!, 
Kafka, Einstein, for instance--in a 
Cabbalistic world where things 
are never as they seem. 
like, making "Naked" as 
tertaining as it is 
The problem, or at least 
problem, is that the various 
terpretations are not col~sh;tentll 
Why would Doyle, or rather 
could Doyle, use Nietzsche as 
basis for both his hero and 
villain? 
Furthermore, does it 
matter to a reader that 
mystery story with which he· 
intrigued is sheer 
from a "normal" mind, or 
•v ·- .. _. 
- ~-- -·~·! 
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Illustration from book on criminal types. 
"18th Century Photographically Illustrated Books" will be at the 
ASA Gal.lery through next Thursday. The Gallery is open 11 a.m. to 4 
p.m. dunng the week. 
~his is an unusual show, because books usually aren't the best 
th1~gs to put on display. If the book is unusual or valuable, the owners 
don t want the pubhc to paw through and ruin a priceless item.· 
of a murder-sex obsessed 
sonality as Rosenberg claims 
Doyle's was? · The ASA Gallery is faced with this same problem, so they put the ~ooks ~nder glass. They are part of the UNM Library collection, so it 
From various Holmes stories, 
Rosenberg adduces facts to show 
that: (1) Moriarty is molded on 
German philosopher Frederick 
Nietzsche and the evil half of 
Doyle's own personality; (2) 
Doyle copied several ideas for 
stories from Poe; (3) Holmes is 
based on Nietzsche and the 
Greek god Dionysius; (4) several 
characters of the Holmes corpus 
are based on Oscar Wilde, and of 
course (5) Holmes' death and 
resurrection are modeled on the 
Christian account of Jesus' death 
and resurrection. 
· 1s poss1ble to see them and probably handle them later. What the 
As a work of sct10la.rshiJ:I show does now that's important is bring them to the attention of 
"Naked" qualifies only by . pe?ple who might be interested in them, but were unaware of their 
pretensions. But to evaluate it existence on campus. · 
All this is "proven" in a way 
that is both clever and scholarly-
such a fashion is to miss Rose~ 
DON PANCHO'S 
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414 
m 1 mte KBST 
" sickest movie p;,.Jl. ~ 
ever made." ~-: .. ;J44 
-fnfervieW fl!.l""V'- ;ND BATMAN 5 
Ouild theatre 
3405 central n.e.• 2e5-0220 
De Broca's Crowning Touch! 
kiNGOFH~~~j~ ~· 
AL~N BATES 
SEE IT AGAIN! 
STARTS FRIDAY 
6:0017:50 & 9:40 
SAT & SUN MAT 2:20 & 4:10 
BE~ORE 5 ~ 99¢ 
'\ 
· As an exhibition, ~he sho':" focuses attention on the importance of 
• the photo book. The Images m the books are not Fine Art as such but 
most!y illustrations for the text. Books on travel skin dise~ses e~ot10ns, yearbooks, criminal types and famous ho~ses are some of 
t e typ':s. shown.J?ut t?e t~ought of using photographs as a basis for 
emphas1smg certam pomts IS what makes the show interesting . 
'Chalk Circle' at Rodey 
Drama buffs &re being treated to the Albuquerque premiere of Ber-
told Brecht's "Caucasian Chalk Circle," with an original score by Ned 
~ublette,_ a UNM gra~uate. The opening is also the debut for director 
f ames Lmnell, associate professor of theatre arts who joined the acuity this fall. 
1 "Caucasian Chalk Circle" plays tonight in Rodey Theater; also Nov. 
2:i• 6, 8, .12, 14 and 22. All performance~ begi!l at 8 p.m. except for the U 0 matmee Nov. 2. Tickets are $3 for. the general public, $2.50 for 
~M faculty and staff and $1.50 for students and senior citizens. · 
t recht was born in Augsburg, Germany in 1898. During the 
I enu_ous existence of the Weimar Republic, Brecht emerged as a 
t~admg spokesman for a new theatre which was anti-romantic and an-
l·classicist, a theatre of social event that would communicate to the 
new scientific age. 
KuAbout .th<; time Brecht created "The Three Penny Opera" with 
.;t Weill m 1928, he formed an intellectual enthusiasm and com-
ffii ment to Karl Marx's social and economic philosophy. All of Ger· 
especially Berlin, was torn between the forces of the Right and 
as th~ Weimar Republic began to collapse in the late 20's. 
After Hitler seized power in 1933, Brecht went into exile until1948. 
IHrlrim.aa,rsilt seven of his years in exile were spent in the United States 
in Santa Monica, Calif., where he wrote the "Caucasian 
in 1944-45. 
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~Nice Guy' Mondt: We're Part ·Of a Team 
~ 
.g By Jo Lopez 
t: "I enjoy people," said UNM 
0 head football coach Bill Mondt in 
o response to why he has a "nice 
.g guy" image. He said, "I really 
program. We do a lot of hard 
work, and we do demand an 
awful lot of time. We're a 
'disciplined team." 
...:I 
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'l'he young-looking (38 years), 
<ll don't know what they mean by 
;t' that. I don't think it necessarily 
0.. means that you're easy or weak. 
handsome coach said he also 
cares about people. "My 
philosophy is that the real en-
joyment of life is becoming com-Our football program is a hard 
General Store 
111 Harvard SE 
Ditto Jeans 
Southwest's Finest Head Shop 
Thousands of frames 
Pre-cut mats/Mat cutters 
Mat Boards/Braquettes 
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~ Lfi"GELLS 
~ 2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE 
N.M. 87106 TELEPHONE (505)266·3211 
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM 
3600 4th St. at Candelaria PHONE 344·5002 
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When you order d1nner at McDonald s 1!S no sooner Gal~ than done 
1\f\tas lMcJon~. 
MENAUL AT SAN PECRO 
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO 
CANDELARIA AT EUBANK 
5324 4th STREET N. W. 
LOMAS AT JUAN TABO 
mitted to something in an un- have those kind of people get 
selfish way; doing things for what they deserve. They're 
other people. In my opinion, super guys. They're humble bout 
people that enjoy living are doing the win, and don't let it go to 
that. A busine~s man may be sue- their heads." 
cessful, but if he's not doing his He said he is worried about the 
business for other people instead game against Texas-El Paso this 
of just himself, then he isn't weekend even though they are 
going to enjoy doing his business. the WAC's cellar team. "I worry 
Same thing with a marriage. You about every game we play," he 
may be successful at something, said. There is no reason for this 
but if you don't do it for others, ,A;eam to be overconfident. We 
you can't enjoy your success. En- still have a losing record." 
joyment comes when you make After Saturday's game, Mandt 
other people happy." said that it was a "super game" 
"This is what you're going to with "great emotion and great 
learn in an athletic program," determination." He said if you 
Mondt said. "We expect our "don't get something out of the 
players to lift weights, work out, game of football emotionally, it's 
train, all those things. But we ex- not worth playing it. Football is a 
pect them to do it because lot of hard work. There's lots of 
they're part of a team. All of our physical and emotional strain in-
players understand this. Some valved. What you get out of it is 
have a better understanding than intangible, and this is where the 
others. They know they're education thing comes in." 
playing football with that goal in Mondt said he is "very honest 
mind-everybody helping to with the players. If I get upset, 
make the team successful, not e-> · • T' 
just playing to make himself suc-
cessful." 
That's why Mondt enjoys 
coaching football. "It's an in-
teresting, ~xciting, enjoyable 
way to live," he said, "It's the 
kind of job you get totally in-
volved in. It's not really a job for 
me. It's what I do all the time. 
The real rewards are working 
with young people." 
He said, "Education is the real 
thing you get out of playing foot-
ball. You're out to learn. Football 
is a lot more than winning games. 
It's also helping these young men 
become better persons." 
-.:!"; --
_ .. -!1, 
any kind of planned I'~''""•UlQ·gtci 
pep talks. A coach is not an 
tor." 
Coached by Dal Ward 
Colorado University, Mandt 
Ward was a "great teacher" 
taught him that you "have to 
responsible for what you do, 
was a tough old guy. We calle~ 
him the 'old man.' He was fair 
and tough, and did things well 
the team. He really cared 
you." 
Mandt was assistant coach 
ter graduating from CU with 
mechanical engineering uosroe,l 
He left coaching for a year 
1967 to work for the Samscmite~ 
Company because "as 
assistant coach, you don't have 
much control over the 
philosophy," and at that time 
had disagreements with 
coach at CU. Ward 
coaching then. "I would 
coached under him forever, 
Mandt said.'' 
\ 
Playing college football at 
Colorado University from 1956· 
58, Mandt said he "liked football 
so much, I decided I wanted to 
coach it." He had his first head 
coaching jobs at two high schools 
in Kansas City and in Colorado 
Springs. He said he was "real ex-
cited" and "real pleased" about 
his being named head coach at 
UNM in 1974. "It was something 
~ .-·.':,, it, J!t.'', 
M4~- ~~ -.~:~~ _:,;:~.:lf~2 
I always wanted to do," he said, ,, 
"I was also worried about it, 
worried that I'd do something 
wrong." 
With a 4-6-1 season his first 
year, Mondt now has a 3-4 season 
and said he thinks the Lobos will 
have a winning season this year. 
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1 I I Mandt 
!ContinuNI from pagl' IOJ 
progress in classes. "It's kind of a 
responsibility to us, and we give 
advice and help whenever they· 
need it. The ideal thing, though, 
is to allow the athlete to be as 
normal a college student as he 
can. We try not to regulate more 
than for any other student." · 
Mondt added that "75 percent 
of the players are keeping up 
with their classes anyway. 
They're good students, and 
there's not too much reason for 
us to discuss their classes." 
Playing both offense (guard) 
and defense (linebacker) in his 
CU college days (they had one-
platoon football in those days), 
Mondt said he "loved it.'' I think 
it is fun to play either way, and I 
think it would be fun to coach 
either way, too," he said. 
He likes the idea of "wide-
open" football. "As a c.oach, 
you've got to do with the 
material you have. We have a 
passing game right now. But I 
think the players enjoy the game 
more when they're given the 
· choices of wide-open football." He said ·Saturday's big upset 
victory over nationally ranked 
Arizona was the "most rewar-
ding thing" that's happened to 
him so far at UNM. "Up to this 
point," he said, "we ·were a 
frustrated team. Our players are 
good players and have sacrificed 
a lot. It was a good feeling to 
Mandt said he is "not really 
satisfied" with the UNM football Coach Bill Mondt, who at times has been referred to as program right now, but said 
Nice Guy,' one· who lacks the meanness to produce a wm·111 "you're never really satisfied. I 
ning team, claps his hands as his Lobos down then do feel we've made some ac· 
ranked Arizona. complishments. We have an ex-
they know it.'' He said he will"oc- Rudy Feldman then cellent coaching staff, and ex-
casionally" even shout at them. Mondt to come t<J UNM in cellent people have been 
On the other hand, "I don't do and he did, assisting Feldman We have good players. 
til1973. We're not losing many people. 
Mandt was also the bead The general attitude of the team 
ball coach of two high is good. They have lots of en-
(Washington High in Kansas thusiasm and emotion. And we're 
and Air Force Academy Playing good football.'' 
Colorado Springs). He said Mondt said UNM's football 
difference between for the future looks 
school players and good." We have an ex· 
players is that a coach has i'ellent university. The state is 
more responsibility" to colleW'Il growing and there are enough 
players. We have a to support the program. 
obligation to them and the kind of program the 
families. In high school, People want with lots of good 
still under parent playing for us. Of course, 
and football is only an we have to win too." 
tracurricular activity. In Bill Mandt knows winning is 
they've made the decision an easy thing. "We've got to 
come to .'.your school, a every week," he said. "I 
reason beinB"toplay football." envision any program 
He said that the football it will take care of itself 
tries t.o keep up with the stay good. You've got to 
at it." 
'\ 
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Volleyballers Wln First Match 
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Analysis by Tim Gallagher 
It had to happen. The UNM 
women's volleyball team has 
finally won its first match of the 
year. 
The event occurred on 
Tuesday when the volleyballers 
defeated New Mexico Highlands 
University in two straight games 
and it could not have happened at 
a better time. The 15-6, 15-11 vic-
tories come right before the 
Lobos face some tough com-
petition this weekend. Teams 
from Colorado and Wyoming will 
be in town Friday and Saturday 
to play the Lobos and the 
Arizona schools. 
The volleyball team has been 
having its problems this year and 
Tuesday's victory was the first 
win after eleven straight defeats. 
Lobo Coach Kathy Marpe said 
there are two main reasons why 
UNM has been doing so poorly 
this year. "Lack of height and 
lack of a good high school 
program in this state is what is 
killing us," she said. 
Marpe said that New Mexico's 
high schools do not adequately 
prepare young volleyball players 
for the type of competition they 
face in college. "The experience 
they get in New Mexico is almost 
nothing," she said. The problem 
is that many of the high school 
coaches have never pla)'ed 
volleyball and have no idea how 
to teach it. 
Marpe hopes that this problem 
can be solved by the volleyball 
clinics that UNM hosts each 
year, "The clinics are a lot of fun 
and the coaches learn. a lot from 
them," ~farpe said. "fhope that 
soon they will begin to pay off 
and in a few years we could have 
feeder programs like those in 
Arizona." 
Some of the players that have 
attended UNM's clinics are high 
school seniors this year and may 
be looking LOWards Loboland to 
play their college careers, Marpe 
hopes to land three players from 
Cibola High School's state cham-
pionship squad. However, the 
one she wants the most may get 
away. Dana Rhodes, who Marpe 
said is "the best setter in the 
state, maybe the country," has 
been eyeing UNM. 
The in-state players may help 
but Marpe knows that the Lobos 
also need height. UNM is a 
hustling squad but as Marpe said, 
"I've never seen a team win a lot 
on hustle. You need the height 
and agility.'' 
Although the volleyball team 
gets six scholarships Marpe does 
not believe in "just giving them 
out because they are there." The 
Lobos have only one scholarship 
player on the team this year, but 
Marpe plans on giving more out 
KathyMarpe 
to deserving players next .year. 
Because .of a lack of recruiting 
funds UNM does not recruit 
players from out of state and if 
they could it might be an answer 
to the height problem. 
Marpe spoke a little about each 
player on the team. She said, 
"The smartest players on the 
team are Antoinette Simoes and 
Women Play Soccer 
On Sunday mornings at John-
son Field, one can find a group of 
about 30 women from the age of 
18-42 learning and playing the 
game of soccer. As Jesse 
Castaneda, head of the newly for-
med program (it's only four 
weeks old), put it, "Women's soc· 
cer is here!" 
Castaneda, who is a 1965 UNM 
physical education and 
recreation graduate, said, "I 
teach these ladies to learn soccer 
the right way, to have fun, and to 
be happy." 
"Soccer is a good sport to teach 
the young. It is invigorating and 
aids the cardiovascular func-
tion," Castaneda said. 
This Sunday at 11:15 a.m. the 
i;roup will be playing with some 
seventh-grade boys at the 
Albuquerque Academy's soccer 
field to gain experience in scrim-
mage play. 
Any woman interested in this 
program should contact Mrs. Lee 
Jackson at 266-1469 or come by 
Johnson Field on Sundays (ex-
cept this Sunday) at 10 a.m. 
<t> 
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"" Colleen Conway.'' These two are So while this year appears to ~
primarily setters and Marpe ad- be going into the record books as el. 
ded, "a team is only as good as its a rebuilding year, the I,ohos 2 
setters." Marpe said "Mary seem to have no place to go hut tJ 
Brazes is probably our best of- up. ~" 
fensive weapon," and that the There are a lot of "ifs" in ~ 
most agile players on the team rebuilding the entire volleyball· g" 
are Dee Dow and Marybeth system around UNM. If the o' 
Roberts. Freshman Gin a clinics start paying dividends !? 
Radoslovich is one of the best all- with good New Mexico players ~ 
round players on the team, Mar- and if volley ball gets more money 8' 
pe said. Three players that show to rect·uit out of state athletes ~ 
much potential are Patty Howell, and on and on and on ... the.n UNM '1 
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Take it from of' Gonzales ... palate 
pleasing Juarez silver or gold Tequila 
comes from Mexican cactus, too ... 
with an imported personality all its own 
that's proving more fashionaole, 
fascinating every sip. Mixes beautifully, 
tastes fjreat. 
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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar 
minimum, Advertisements run five or more 
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen· 
ts per word per day, fno refunds if cancelled 
before five insertions), Classified ad-
vert.isementa must be paid in advance. 
Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to: 
Clusified Advertising, UNM Box 20. 
/..ibnqyerque, N ,ltf. 87131 . 
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"" ~ 1. PERSONALS 
0 
.~ PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien· 
>< dswhocare at Birthright 247-9819. tfn 
<ll 
lo:::::'! TAROT PALM I-CHING readings, 3007 Central 
,.:=j NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642. 10/30 
f;:: 
<ll 
z 
oi 
,.-< 
~ 
o:l 
P-. 
NICK-l waited-and what could've been chow 
for us is now chow for you, Mary. 10/30 
MUSICIANS & SINGERS. If you have talent, the 
world needs to know. We have the place, .. Call 
Toby 296-7555. 10/31 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Shelly Self, Love, Craig. 
10/30 
BELATED HAPPY BIRTHDAY Bob Gregory. 
Yer Friend, 10/::JO 
REACHING OUT FOR help? Call AGORA 277· 
3013. Open 24 houn. 10/31 
MAGIC THEATRE, Friday, Oct 31, UNM Mall 
11;30 am, Belly Dancing, juggling, mime, music, 
mngic, fun. 10/31 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY L.L. Beans from !nama 
Roja, 10/31 
BEWARE, CAPTAIN ORGASM is on the loose! 
Approach with cn.ution, on Halloweenll 10/31 
STEAK PIZZA at PcpiM's on Central. Also daily 
Juncheon specials-4310 Central SE. 11/5 
ALLAN DUNLAP: Bugs bunny lives liD· 
derground, yet he ventures out of his hole once in 
awhile. 10130 
YOUR PROBLEM'S OBVIOUS Pookie! You're a 
yenr older! The Space Cadets. 10/30 
2. LOST & FOUND 
LOST: Gold wire rim glasses. Ortega Hqll, 266-
5122. 10/30 
FREE GENTLE SHEPARD cross female pup in 
need of good home. Tom 292-0423. 10/30 
LOST: FEMALE Irish Setter 3-yrs old, Silver 
chain, no tags. Reward. 247·4636. 10/30 
LOST: Large white Samoyd·Mnlamute cross from 
409 Vassar SE on 10/14. Reward for return. 
Please cali2G2-D444. 11/3 
LOST: WATCH with Turquoise, in SUB craft'g 
•hop. 299-5195. 10/30 
3. SERVICES 
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Te•t Oec. 6. 
Prepare new, call Professional Educato~s of New 
Mexico, Inc. 255-4050. 11/14 
AUTO TUNE-UP, cheap Call Sam 242-8463, 
other repairs ch:~':!' P:,• =,;1;;:01';.3~1 =~-;--:-;-;:­
PROFESSiONAL TYPIST. IBM seieetrle. G-
UARANTEED ACCURACY WIT!l 
REASONABLE RATES. 298·7147. 11/3 
YOGA P~ivaf:e ~~;i;ul"ti~n. Classical techniques of 
postures and breath control suited ta individual 
needs. Neil Nelson: Also, emphasis (or the over· 
345·3714. 11/3 
AUTO- TUNING, Reasonable, 1211 Copper- NE 
rear west. 11/3 
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations, 
theses, proposals, reports, nnd books. Harvey 
Fr11uenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344. 11/3 
WILL TYPE PAPERS. Call Kim 265-3292. 11/4 
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San 
Pedro SB. 265-0335. Color TVs, tnpe de('ks, stereo, 
amplifiers, auto radios, install Burglar alarms. 
100~ discount for students with ID. Quick service. 
Used TVs for sale, 11/5 
HIGH QUALITY wedding photography. 
Reasonable rates. Call268-6627, 10/31 
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students! 
Custom black·and-white processing printing, 
Fine-grain or pushprocessing of film. Contact 
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargemen· 
ts, mounting, etc. Advice. if asked, Call 265-2444 
orcometol717GirardBlvdNE. tfn 
PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest 
. prices in town, Fast. pleasing. Near UNM, Call 
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE. 
WEDDING INVITATION. & Photography at low 
cost. Creative Services. 299·7930. 10/30 
4. FORRENT 
YALE & CENTRAL SE, Student prefe-rred. One-
bdrm deluxe, $160. Two-bdrm $200. 268-0525. 
I 0 I 3 0 
SHARE ADOBE HOUSE Corrales, mnle graduate 
student preferred. Serious students only. $130 
plus, 898-9058. 11/5 
TWO ROOM APT. Utilities paid, $90 month, 266· 
1402/842·6162 arter 5:30pm, 10/31 
EFFICIENCY FURNISHED fairly new furniture, 
$95 plus utilities, 131 14th SW, no pets. 842-
6522. 11/5 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT $65, 1215 Marble 
NW, $50 deposit, 294-4944, 243·6389. 11/5 
BEST FURNISHED UNM apartments, spacious 
one bedroom, security, dishwasher, much more, 
208-209 Columbia SE. $175 bills paid, Call 256-
2685. 10/31 
SHARE HOUSE Near campus. 277-2907, 256· 
7285, Sion Rnveed. 10/31 
WANTED TO RENT: 2 bedroom house approx. 
$150/mo. Cnll256·7450. 11/3 
FURNISHED APAR'fMENT, bedroom, 
livingr~lOm, kitchen, yard, pet Ok, 1.8 miles cam· 
pus, quiet safe Nov. 1. Call after 6pm, 281-
5084. 11/4 
10" GE Porta-c""oi,..or"'T=v"'.'"'E""x-ee-::11:-cn""'t-. $::1-:40::-.-::2:::98:-:-2::4=::-33. 
11/::3==== 
AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL Youth Hostel 
Pass sold·Cnnterbury Chapel, 425 University 
NE. 11/3 
5. FORSALE 
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center. 
Quality 10-spccd bicycles, Camping, hiking, and 
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclcry, 1031 
San Mateo SE. 256-9190. tfn 
BICYCLES-Lowest prices nnd largest selection 
of the finaest European makes. Gitanes $115: Ber· 
tins $165. Extra large bicycles [or men over 6'4". 
Complete 10-spccd adjustment $10. R.C. Hallett's 
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 843· 
9278. tin 
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems 
on sale now. Next door t.o the Guild Theatre, 3407 
Central NE, 268·8455. 1214 
CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi 
Fidelity equipment 40. 50°.b off. All reasonable of· 
fers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE. 
256·3505. 11/14 
GITANE• ,INTERCLUB 10-speed bfke $140, 
original value $200. Superb condition. Sally 268· 
9174. 11/4 
RALEIG.H INTERNATIONAL, mint-condition. 
Must sacrifice, $200, Call 268·6889. 1114 
AM/FM S·track recorder with all the goodies. 
$9.86 p£>r month, 256·3505. 11/14 
NECCHI ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Buttonholes, blin-
dhems, embroiders, $39 or 10 payments of $4.00, 
262·0637. 11/l4 
ACCURATE HAND-DRAWN birth horoscope, 
$4.00, Interpretation, $15, Unique birthday, 
Christmas gift. Professional Astrologer, Bill 
· Nolan, 205 Dartmouth SE, 268·0247. 10/30 
GREAT DEAL/20" color TV for less than most 
used B&W's/good condition/keep calling 266-
3833. 10/30 
LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The 
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. tfn 
TWO UNIFORMS. new size 8·10. Go-cart, $25. 
298·7065. 10/30 
SAMOYEDS: Pure white puppies for sale. Call 
265·5495. 10/30 
AFRICAN BEADS, wholesale prices. 268-
0527. 11/12 
IMPORTED CLOTHES directly fro:m India by 
UNM student. Very reason11ble price. 842~ 
9048. 1117 
REBUILT 40HP VW engine installed, $300 ex-
change, Certified mechanic, guaranteed, 300 
Charleston SEat Zuni. 11/6 
VW VAN 1971 brand new engine, 4 months writ· 
ten guarantee, $2050. 898-8985. ll/5 
6. EMPLOYMENT 
DER WIENERSciHNITZEL on Lomas Is looking 
for mature yonng man to work night shift.. Apply 
4·6 pm. 7901 Lomas NE. 10/31 
"HEY PROGRAMMER! The UNM Computing 
Center bas openings for students who are in· 
terested in working as part·time programming 
consultants, Applicants should be familiar with 
CALL-OS, FORTRAN, ALGOL-W, and basic 
OS JCL. Knowledge of other programming 
languages and OS Utilities is desirable, but not 
required. Persons applying lor this job should be 
concerned with helping lhc novice computer user., 
but must be ('llpable of interacting with users at all 
levels of proficiency. Applications nre available in 
Room 120 of the Computing Center. This job is a 
great way to earn some extra cash while also lear· 
ning more about writing and debugging 
programs." 10/31 
WANTED: Used pinball machines, any condition. 
293·1818. 10/31 
PART TIME Average earnings $95 weekly, Cnll 
Friday 3 to 5 p.m. 345-1205. 10/30 
STUDENT SALES PERSONS needed. Part time, 
represont Albuquerque's fastest growing 
speedreading school. Cnr nl!ccssnry, Lt!nds fur-
nished. Cnll coll£>ct 1·982·9823, write Dox 2626, 
Santa Fe. 1115 
LlVELY HOUSEHOW NEEOSd;ytime babysit· 
ter. Light housework; could live-ln. Dr. Vogel277-
5555, 345·2266. 10,~/3:::0:._ ____ ~. 
8. MISCELLANEOUS 
WANTED-LICENSE plates: all states, all years • 
Will pay 25c up, depending on age. 277-
3545, 10/31 
Attention! There will be an SCEC m£>eting 
Thursday, Oct. 30, 7:30 p.m., rm 2508 & C of the 
SUD. Find out about the convention. 
The UNM Folksong Club will meet in rm 250A 
& B of the SUB, Thursday night, Oct. 30. A 
traditional·style banjo workshop will be held as. 
soon as enough interest is shown. 
There wlll be a candidattls' meeting rm; all . 
eligible ASUNM Senate candidates, Thursday, 
Oct. 30 1 7 p.m, rm 231D, SUB, It is strongly 
recommended that all candidates or their 
representatives attend. Election rules will be 
discussed, as well as ballot positions determined. 
UNM organizations planning to be a part of 
Song Fest, Dec, 7, sponsored by Las C&mpanas, 
are urged to turn in applications by Oet. 31. Fur· 
ther info call 298-0136, 
Makers of-Hond Made !ndlon Jewelry 
OLDTOWN 
Happy Birthday! 
.Jack Luksik!l 
the Seal 
WILDERNESS EXCURSIONS 
.. , ~lt & BICYCLE TOURING ,~Outfitters for Backpacking-Hiking-Climbing-
Bicycling-Sales-Service-Rentals-Clinics 
TRAIL HAUS 256-9190 
since 1967 1031 San Mateo 
· There will be a mandatory candidate's 
meeting for all eligible ASUNM Senate 
candidates on Thursday, October 30, at 
7:00pm, in room 231-D of the SUB. It is 
strongly suggested that all eligible candidates 
or their representatives attend. Election rules 
will be discussed, and ballots 
itions determined. 
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Happy Birthday/l 
I 
Jack/ 
Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo 
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico 
Daily Lobo time{s) beginning , under the heading 
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; 9. 
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Mi;;cellaneous. 
Enclosed$ ____ Placed by __ _ .Telephone __ 
Want Ads say it 
in a Big Way!! 
Classified Advertising Rates 
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge 
Terms Cash in advance 
Marron Hall, Room 131 
Mail To: 
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 
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UNM Recreational 
Facilities- Are Under 
Nationwide Average 
New Mexico 
DAILY LO ' --... 0 
By Anne Trawicky 
The recreation facilities for 
UNM are designed to handle 
6000 students. The present 
enrollment is 21,000. 
"UNM has fallen drastically 
below the national norm for an in-
stitution our size," said Armond 
H. Seidler, professor of health, 
physical education and 
recreation. "While the university 
Photo by Wendell T, Hunt 
Russell Goodman 
Faculty: 
/Reinstate 
Mann' 
By Charles McElwee 
The UNM faculty yesterday 
passed a resolution urging the 
Board of Regents to approve the 
reinstatement of John Stephen 
as a member of the faculty 
in the department of elementary 
I education. 
The Regents had previously 
~verridden on two occasions 
recommendations by the Faculty 
Committee on Academic 
Freedom and Tenure (AFTC) 
that Mann be given tenure. 
The first time was on an appeal 
by Mann of a decision by Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
IContinu('d on page 7J 
enrollment has increased 
dramati~ally over the past 18 
years, our available facilities 
have remained the same." 
The only major construction 
for recreation since 1957, when 
Johnson Gym was built, has been 
the swimming pool and additional 
tennis courts. 
"The only reason why we got 
Johnson Gym was that the arena 
was built and even that is only 
used perhaps 15 times a year. 
Basically, the athletic der,art-
ment, which has approximately 
300 students, has priority over 
recreation, which ineludes all the 
faculty and students," he said. 
Friday, October 31,1975 
The na tiona! standards say a 
university the size of UNM 
should have one tennis court per 
400 students, one handball court 
per 800 and one basketball court 
per 800. UNM is far below in all 
standards. 
To meet the national standards 
there would have to be available 
70 tennis courts, 30 handball 
courts and 30 basketball courts. 
The LUSC toured several student facilities today, including the LOBO. 
Zimmerman Dominates Session 
"Needless to say, the U niver-
sity does not offer such facilities. 
We have been trying for years to 
improve the situation but we can-
not get the backing for the 
necessary funding. The general 
belief is that academic building 
ranks higher than recreational," 
Seidler said . 
The $1.2 million swimming 
pool took seven years to fund and 
build. Even with its addition it 
satisfies only 50 per cent of pool 
space, following the norm. 
"There are thousands of people 
who run on campus but we can-
not get the funding to build an 
all-weather track. It would cost 
approximately $25,000 to resur-
face the firld outside of Johnson 
Gym. This would be pennies com·-
pared to the other expenditures 
they've had. At present, these 
people are having to run on glass, 
pot holes, sprinklers and other 
dangerous objects," he said. 
"The University is going to 
have to decide what its priorities 
are. Spending academic money 
for recreational purposes is not 
incongruous. Look at such 'Places 
I Continued on pag£> 71 
Legislators: No Funds for Library 
By Jon Bowman needs of a university this size, 
while Zimmerman presently 
houses only 775,000 volumes. 
Conditions at Zimmerman 
Library dominated the 
discussion in the morning session 
of the Legislative University 
Study Committee (LUSC) on 
campus yesterday. 
Meeting upstairs in the SUB, 
the New Mexico legislators 
heard from ASUNM President 
Alan Wilson and ASUNM Lob-
byist Phil Gursky. Both student 
leaders emphasized the sub-
standard quality of the library, 
asking the officials to help it 
secure extra state funds . 
But the general consensus of 
the members of LUSC was that 
the state would not appropriate 
additional funds specifically for 
use at Zimmerman, and that the 
facility's problems would have to 
be solved within the University 
itself. 
"In every category, our library 
system comes out below that of 
. every other school in our area," 
Gursky said. He said the library 
should have over one million 
books to adequately meet the 
"The last time we were here, 
you had so many books you 
couldn't even put them up on the 
shelves," said Sen. Kenneth 
Schlientz (R-Quay County). 
Gursky responded that the 
library is keeping pace with the 
shelving of current acquisitions, 
but added that to do so, library 
bond money which should have 
been used to shelve older books 
has been used instead to get new 
books out. As a result, 170,000 
books purchased with bond 
monies remains uncrated. 
"This problem should be 
brought before the faculty," said 
Sen. Alex Martinez (D-Santa Fe). 
"You're going to have to lean on 
the faculty to have them give 
more to the school." 
Bernalillo County Rep. Lenton 
Malry, a Democrat who is not a 
member of LUSC but who was 
present yesterday, said "it's not 
what this committee can do, it's 
what the administration and the 
UNM Regents can do. 
"I don't think the legislature 
will be willing to make a special 
appropriation for the library," 
Malry said. 
Another Bernalillo County 
representative, Democrat David 
Rusk agreed saying "the 
question of adequate staffing for 
the library is a question for the 
internal UNM administration." 
ASUNM President Alan 
Wilson, however, emphasized 
that increasing the state's fun-
ding of the library is the number 
one lobby priority of the student 
government this year. 
Other topics on which Wilson 
expressed concern included 
passlge of a 19-y.ear-old drinking 
bill and the establishment of 
rathskel1ers on state university 
campuses. 
Wilson urged the members of 
LUSC to push for a lowered 
·drinking age, adding that a 
during the upcoming session on 
the issue. 
The upcoming session (a 
governor's session) is limited to 
bills introduced by the governor 
and to financial matters. Several 
legislators yesterday said they 
did not think the issue of 
drinking would be brought up 
when they convene in January. 
"Regardless of what this com-
mittee does, I doubt the 
legislation will be introduced this 
session," said Rep. Richard Car-
bajal ID-Valencia), the chairman 
ofLUSC. 
Richard Carbajal 
He was seconded by Sen. Tom 
Rutherford ID-Bernalillo), "items 
like this (19-year-old drinking) 
are not going to be heard. 
"I can tell you almost certainly 
the governor will not introduce 
this in January," said Ruther-
ford. "You would do better to 
direct your efforts to the session 
coming up in two years." 
Rep. Bennie Aragon fR-
Bernalillo), however, told Wilson 
"to tackle what you're going to 
tackle. 
Phtt{ll h'r \\.i•r;lhol! '1 Hi.lnl 
Two dorm students get into the Halloween 'spear-it' (Well if you don't like our cap-
legislative memorial passed last 
year requires the committee to 
make a r€port to the legislature 
"I don't think in any way that if 
you lobby for 19-year-old 
drinking. you will hurt your lob-
bying efforts in other areas (such 
as funding for the library and dif-
ferential funding)," Arago .. said. take 
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